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71. The following idiom is followed by some
alternatives. Choose the one which best
expresses its meaning.
“To get into hot waters”
1. To suffer a financial loss
2. To be impatient
3. To get into trouble
4. To be in a confused state of mind

72. Choose the word which is most nearly
the same in meaning fortunate.
1. rich
2. liked
3. happy
4. lucky

73. Choose the normal order of adjectives
1. Opinion, size, other qualities, age

origin, colour and material
2. Opinion, size, other qualities, age

colour, origin and material
3. Opinion, age, other qualities, size,

colour, origin and material
4. Opinion, size, age other qualites,

colour, origin and material
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74. Principal: ..............
Servant : He looks fairly intelligent, sir.
Choose the suitable question that match
for the given response.
1. what does he look like?
2. what kind of man was he?
3. does he look fairly intelligent ?
4. none

75. The teacher said to him, “Do not read
so fast”
Choose the Indirect speech for the
above sentence
1. The teacher told him to read so fast
2. The teacher advised him not to read

so fast
3. The teacher suggested him no to

read so fast
4. The teacher urged him to read so fast

76. Astrains speak German. (Choose the
passive voice)
1. German is spoken by Astria
2. German was spoken by Astrains
3. German is spoken in Astria
4. None

77. He is very fat. He cannot run
Choose the suitable simple sentence.
1. Being very fat, he cannot run
2. He is too fat to run
3. He cannot run being of fat
4. None

78. “As he has lived so will he die” This
sentence is an adverb clause of
1. time
2. reason
3. comparison
4. concession

79. It is of no use. The underlined words.
phrase refers to
1. preposition phrase
2. noun phrase
3. adverb phrase
4. adjective phrase

80. It is no joke. Choose the parts of speech
for “No”
1. adjective
2. adverb
3. verb
4. none

81. ‘So fair and foul a day I have not seen’
are the words of .......
1. macbeth
2. lady macbeth
3. Macduff
4. Malcolm

82. In macbeth, Duncan is assossinated in
1. ACT I
2. ACT II
3. ACT III
4. ACT IV
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83. Hamartia in tragedy refers to
1. Revenge
2. Comedy of manners
3. Error of Judgement
4. All

84. The place of action of literary work is
termed as
1. style
2. diction
3. plot
4. setting

85. In the following part of a sonnet, a poet
usually presents a solution to the given
problem
1. sestet
2. octave
3. Heroic stanza
4. quartrian

86. Identify the wrong fair
1. Shakespeare - Renaissance period
2. P.B.Shelly - Romantic period
3. Oliver Gold Smith - Romantic period
4. Wordsworth - Romantic period

87. The figures of speech in “It said into
the forest, “Shout!” Hang all your leafy
banners out”! is
1. simile
2. metaphor
3. personification
4. pun

88. R.W. Emerson was born in
1. 1820
2. 1810
3. 1805
4. 1803

89. “Though as far that passing there
Had worn them really about the same”
The above lines are taken from
1. The road not taken
2. The swing
3. A spring morning
4. The cloud

90. “Up in the air and above the wall”.
What does the word ‘wall’ means here?
1. roar
2. a concrete barrier
3. restrictions
4. none

91. “We passed the school where children
played”
What does the word ‘the school’ re-
mind?
1. children
2. child
3. childhood
4. childish

92. Whom does shiv K.Kumar invoke twice
a day ?
1. His Mother
2. Goddess
3. Forefathers
4. Spirits
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93. ‘Palanquin Bearers’ is taken from
1. The bird of time
2. The Broken wing
3. The father of the Dawn
4. The Golden Threshold

94. The Rhyme scheme used in upagupta is
1. Blank verse
2. Free verse
3. Royal Rhyme
4. None

95. What kind of world does Tagore wish
to have in the poem?
1. where there are selfishness, immatu

rity and ego
2. where there are honesty, freedom and

sacrifice
3. where there are peace, truthfulness

and honesty
4. where there are domestic walls and

dead habits.

96. The figures of speech in “Like her
bridal laughter and bridal tear” is
1. Climax
2. Hyperbole
3. Oxymoron
4. Anti-thesis

97. The third and the fourth line of A spring
morning describe
1. A morning scene
2. A midnight scene
3. A evening scene
4. An afternoon scene

98. William wordsworth worked as the poet
laureate of England from
1. 1842-1850
2. 1843-1850
3. 1844-1850
4. 1843-1851

99. Which one did the child like?
1. liswyn
2. weather - cock
3. kilve
4. sea shore

100. How many lines are there in every
stanza of the cloud by P.B. Shelley?
1. 14 lines
2. 8 lines
3. 6 lines
4. 12 lines

101. What kind of poem is ‘The Death of A
Mad Dog’ ?
1. satirical
2. parady
3. ironic
4. allegorical

102. The Emperor Barbarosa occurs in the
following play ?
1. Julius caesar
2. Macbeth
3. Mother’s Day
4. Refund
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103. Which animal voluntarily leaves the
farm?
1. Mollie
2. Boxer
3. Squeler
4. Snowball

104. Robots and people written by Isaac
Asimov is an example for
1. a play
2.a short story
3. an essay
4. a novel

105. “What have you done?” he demanded
The above question refers to
1. asking permission
2. asking a question
3. seeking permission
4. none

106. The fifgures of speech in “I came, I
saw, I conquered’ is
1. climax
2. Anti-climax
3. Anti - thesis
4. none

107. Who refers to the murder of caesar as a
lofty scene ?
1. Antony
2. Cassius
3. Brutus
4. Cicero

108. Ouch - You’ve stepped on my foot
Choose the suitable punctuation mark.
1. full stop
2. comma
3. exclamation mark
4. question mark

109. Which syllable is stressed in ‘Meta-
physics’?
1. 1st
2. 2nd
3. 3rd
4. 4th

110. Oscar wilde’s The Importance of Being
Earnest is
1. an essay
2. a short story
3. a novel
4. a play

111. “Do you mind giving me your card?”
refers to
1. seeking opinion
2. a formal request
3. an informal request
 4. all

112. Who said, “Might be for me” ?
1. Doris
2. George
3. Cyril
4. Fitzgerald
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113. Fear of closed spaces
1. Claustrophobia
2. Acrophobia
3. Xenophobio
4. Photophobia

114. “Sounds a little funny to you, doesn’t
it?” This expresses refers to
1. asking for information
2. asking for agreement
3. seeking permission
4. polite request

115. Ramu is less clever than krishna.
(Choose the comparative)
1. Krishna is so clever as Ramu
2. Ramu is cleverer than krishna
3. Krishna is cleverer than Ramu
4. None

116. If Jane had n’t helped me, .......
Choose the main clause
1. I’d have been in bad trouble
2. I’d n’t have been in bad trouble
3. I’d n’t have bad trouble
4. none

117. Lend me your pen. I haven’t got .....
pen
Choose the suitable article
1. a
2. an
3. the
4. none

118. “I wish I would not chatter so much”.
The above expression refers to
1. possibiltiy
2. probability
3. a past obligation
4. a strong desire

119. How long have you lived ...... this
village?
Choose the suitable preposition
1. at
2. for
3. in
4. on

120. Choose opposite for “Ingennous”
1. simple
2. cunning
3. guileless
4. candid

121. Choose in correct pair
1. a stick of metal pair
2. a pair of pliers
3. a flock of sheeps
4. a set of napkins

122-125. Read the following poem
I build walls
walls that protect,
walls that shield,
walls that say I shall not yield
or reveal
who Iam or how I feel.
I build walls
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walls that hide,
walls that cover what’s inside,
walls that stare or smile or-look away,

silent lies,
walls that even block my eyes
from the tears I might have cried
I build walls
walls that never let me
Truly touch
Those I love so very much
walls that need to fall!
walls meant to be fortresses
Are prisons after all

122. The poet uses ‘walls’ as a
1. metaphor
2. alliteation
3. simile
4. personification

123. What are the walls in this poem made
of?
1. Blood and flesh
2. Hidden feelings and thoughts
3. Cement and tiles
4. Spritual world

124. When walls act as protection, they
1. Touch the ones who are truly loved
2. surrender to strong feelings
3. do not travel what in inside
4. make one shed tears

125. Walls build to protect us ultimately turn

into a prison..

It is an example of a

1. paradox
2. riddle

3. puzzle

4. satire

126. Let + first person plural + bare infinite

Choose the suitable sentence that fits
into above sentence.

1. let him play

2. let’em play tennis

3. let’s go to park

4. none

127. “Filling Grids” is an activity to develop

....... skills

1. listening

2. speaking

3. readng

4. writing

128. “Producing sounds in meaningful

chuncks” is a sub-skill of

1. listening

2. speaking

3. reading
4. writing
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129. Presentation of Active vocabulary can
be done in prose lesson effectively with
help of
1. Black Board
2. Objects
3. Pictures
4. Illustration

130. An example for a content word is
1. Inspite of
2. When
3. I
4. small

131. This is one of the voiceless sounds in
English language
1. |f|
2. |b|
3. |d|
4. |v|

132. While asking pupils a question, the
teacher must
1. allow all the pupils to answer
2. allow groups to answer
3. address the antire class
4. select pupils and ask a answer

133. A test-retest method is adopted to
check whether the test has
1. realiability
2. validity
3. scorability
4. objectivity

134. Drill in minimal-pairs is given to teach
1. vocabulary
2. pronunciation
3. structure
4. none

135. The inflow of scientific development
becomes a part of
1. Language is cultural transmission
2. Language is redundancy
3. Language is special
4. Language is dynamic

136. One way summarizing is
1. precis writing
2. essay writing
3. paragraph writing
4. all

137. Who among the following conducted
experiments in support of the Bilingual
method in Hyderabad ?
1. Prof. V.K. Gokak
2. Prof H.N.L. Shastry
3. Prof. N.S. Prahu
4. All

138. In the structural approach, English
structures are select on the basis of
1. frequency, interest, teachability
2. frequency, standard, teachability
3. frequency, usefulness, teachability
4. none
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139. The functional grammar gives impor-
tances to teach grammar in
1. A formal way 2. A narrative way
3. A descriptive way
4. A prescriptive way

140. Reading - Techniques are the important
stratigies in
1. Direct method
2. The reading method
3. Bilingual method
4. Grammar Translation method
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Q.No Ans Q.No Ans Q.No Ans Q.No Ans
1 2 51 3 101 1 151 2
2 3 52 3 102 4 152 3
3 1 53 2 103 1 153 4
4 4 54 4 104 3 154 1
5 2 55 1 105 4 155 2
6 1 56 2 106 1 156 3
7 2 57 2 107 2 157 3
8 1 58 4 108 3 158 4
9 4 59 3 109 3 159 2

10 3 60 2 110 3 160 1
11 3 61 1 111 2 161 3
12 1 62 1 112 3 162 4
13 3 63 1 113 1 163 3
14 2 64 3 114 2 164 4
15 3 65 3 115 3 165 2
16 2 66 2 116 1 166 1
17 1 67 3 117 1 167 3
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17 1 67 3 117 1 167 3
18 1 68 4 118 4 168 4
19 1 69 2 119 3 169 2
20 3 70 3 120 2 170 4
21 2 71 3 121 1 171 2
22 3 72 4 122 4 172 1
23 3 73 2 123 2 173 1
24 4 74 1 124 3 174 2
25 2 75 2 125 1 175 1
26 3 76 3 126 3 176 4
27 3 77 2 127 1 177 4
28 1 78 3 128 2 178 4
29 2 79 4 129 3 179 3
30 4 80 1 130 4 180 1
31 1 81 1 131 1 181 4
32 2 82 2 132 3 182 4
33 3 83 3 133 1 183 4
34 3 84 4 134 2 184 4
35 4 85 1 135 4 185 3
36 2 86 3 136 1 186 1
37 3 87 2 137 2 187 2
38 4 88 4 138 3 188 1
39 1 89 1 139 3 189 2
40 2 90 3 140 2 190 140 2 90 3 140 2 190 1
41 2 91 3 141 3 191 3
42 3 92 1 142 4 192 4
43 4 93 4 143 2 193 2
44 3 94 2 144 3 194 2
45 1 95 3 145 2 195 2
46 2 96 4 146 1 196 1
47 1 97 1 147 3 197 3
48 3 98 2 148 4 198 2
49 2 99 3 149 1 199 1
50 1 100 4 150 3 200 2


